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Funky Basket~

Materials Needed:

Ric Rac - 2–- 12”

Background:

9” X 4”

10” X 7”

Basket fabric:

10” X 7”

9” X 4” (this will be for 1 block) - the
basket when cut will make 2 baskets

Flying Geese~

Materials Needed:

Background:

8–- 3 1/8” X 3 1/8”

Spacer- 2– 1 1/4” X 4 1/2”

Dark:

2–- 5  3/4” X 5  3/4”

Batting & Backing:

15” X 12”
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Funky Baskets
Funky Baskets Instructions:

1- Place basket block on top of matching size background piece- right
sides for BOTH pieces facing up

2- Lay your ruler down at an angle and cut -Repeat this process with
opposite side. Play with the angle and keep the cut line away from the
corner.

3- Switch fabric around- the basket fabric in the center, background on
either side- sew together the background to the basket.

* You will have extra fabric leftover. Set aside for other blocks that will be
coming in the row quilt.

* Match up the edge of the basket with one background side. Make sure
you have the little tips peaking out- this way they will line up just right
when folded back and ironed.

4- Repeat with other side, iron

5- Trim up the basket to 9” X 6”

6- Lay ric rac out on background piece until happy, cut the length., Glue to
secure in a few spots under the ric rac

* Ends of ric rac will be sewn in the bottom seam

7- Place upper background right sides facing on top of basket part, stitch
together, making sure the ric rac is in the seam as well.

8- Repeat with the other basket parts and background piece
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Flying Geese
Flying Geese Instructions:

1- Lay 2 squares on opposite corners of the dark fabric square

2- Draw a line from corner to corner on the wrong side of the squares

3- Sew on both sides of the drawn line 1/4”  seam

4- Cut on the drawn line, iron

5- Place a square on the corner

6- Draw a line from corner to corner on the wrong side

7- Sew on both sides of the drawn line 1/4”  seam

8- Cut on the drawn line and iron

9- Trim the 4 flying geese units to 4 1/2” X 2 1/2”

10- Sew 4 flying geese blocks together in a column

11- Sew the spacer to the bottom of the column
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Mug Rug Instructions:

1- Sew the column of flying geese to the
right side of the basket block

2- Layer the batting and backing

3- Machine or hand quilt

4- Bind the edges
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